Installing the D1000 Door Handle

1. Mount base to door.

2. Set and push spring with slight pressure into spring pocket.

3. Place handle over base, lining up side holes of handle with side holes of base. Note: Handle will resist due to spring tension as it’s forced down. Make sure opposite end of spring has engaged handle boss.
4. Holding handle down securely, inset handle pin through hole of handle and base. Push or use hammer to tap pin lightly through holes until groove of pin is lined up with center slot of base.

5. Insert clip through slot of base on to groove of pin using needle nose pliers.

6. With door open, mount strike on jamb, lining up small boss with small hole. At the same time, push inside release rod through back of inside jamb hole, through the wall until it engages threaded hold in back of strike.

7. Turn knob of inside release clockwise until tight.